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Foreword

This thesis consists of seven papers based on five experiments for which
the data acquisition took place at three different accelerators. Three of the
experiments were performed at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, one was
performed at SARA, Grenoble and one at GANIL, Caen France. Five of the
papers present experimental data from these experiments while the
remaining two treat experimental techniques. The papers are:

B.Jakobsson, A.Kristiansson, P.Kristiansson and M.Westenius,
Large-Angle Correlations Between Light Particles From
Intermediate Energy 12C Induced Heavy Ion Reactions,
Lund University Report LUIP8411 (1984)

P.Kristiansson, J.P.Bondorf, L.Carlén, H-Å.Gustafsson,
B.Jakobsson, A.Kristiansson, G.Lovhoiden, H.Nifenecker,
OB.Nielsen, A.Oskarsson, H.Ryde, T.-F.Thorsteinsen
and M.Westenius,
Large-Angle Correlations Observed in Intermediate Energy
Heavy Ion Collisions,
Nuclear Physics A447 (1985) 577c-584c
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A.Kristiansson, M.Berg, L.Carlén, H.-Å.Gustafsson, B.Jakobsson,
P.Kristiansson, A.Oskarsson, H.Ryde, M.Westenius, J.P.Bondorf,
O.-B.Nielsen, G.Lovhoiden and T.-F.Thorsteinsen,
Angular Correlations in 85A MeV Induced Heavy Ion Reactions,
Lund University Report LUIP 9005 7114 (1990)
submitted for publication in Physica Scripta

M.Westenius, M.Berg, LCarlén, H.-Å.Gustafsson, B.Jakobsson,
A.Kristiansson, A.Oskarsson, H.Ryde, M.Westenius, S.Kox,
F.Merchez, F.Schussler, J.P.Bondorf, O.-B.Nielsen, E.Andersen,
G.Lovhoiden and T.-F.Thorsteinsen,
Light Particle Emission and Projectile Break-up in 35A MeV 12C
Induced Collisions,
Nuclear Physics A509 (1990)630-652



5. LLavergne-Gosselin, LStab, M.O.Lambert, H.-Å.Gustafsson,
B.Jakobsson, A.Kristiansson, A.Oskarsson, M.Westenius,
AJ.Kordyasz, K.Aleklett, LWesterberg, M.Rydehell and
O.Tengblad,
On the Use of Thin Ion Implanted Si Detectors In Heavy Ion
Experiments,
Nuclear Instruments and Methods A276 (1989)210-215

6. H-Å.Gustafsson, B.Jakobsson, A.Kristiansson, A.Oskarsson,
M.Westenius, P.Arve, J.Helgesson, L.Westerberg, K.Aleklett,
A.J.Kordyasz, L.Lavergne-Gosselin and LStab,
Deviations from Pure Target Fragmentation in 94A MeV 16O
Induced Heavy Ion Reactions,
Physics Letters B 241 No.3(1990)

7. A.Kristiansson, P.Kristiansson and M.Westenius,
A Calibration Method for Intermediate Energy Charged Particle
Detectors,
submitted for publication in Nuclear Instruments and Methods A

The results have also been presented at a number of national and
international conferences. Invited talks have been given at the First
International Workshop on Local Equilibrium in Strong Interaction
Physics, Bad Honnef, Germany 1984; The Second International Conference
on Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions, Visby, Sweden 1985; The Spring Meeting
of Nuclear Physics Sections, Berlin, Germany 1988; "Svenskt
Kärnfysikmöte IX", Linköping, Sweden 1989.

The thesis is organized in the following way: The first part starts
with an introduction which provides the motivation behind the
experiments on which the thesis is based. In chapter 2 the different
theories and approaches are further discussed. In chapter 3 experimental
details are discussed and finally in chapter 4 a short summary of the
papers is presented.
The object of this thesis is to describe some investigations on particle

emission in collisions between atomic nuclei.
The atom consists of a positively charged nucleus and around it, a

negatively charged electron cloud. The nucleus consists of two different
kinds of particles, the neutral neutrons and the positively charged protons.
The atomic nucleus is too small to be studied with straightforward and
simple methods like observing it under a microscope or weighing it on a



balance. Instead we have to use other, more indirect methods to extract
information.

Atom 10 l 0m Atr-nic Nucleus 10"um Nucleon 10 "rem

Figure 1. The atom consists of a positively charged nucleus
surrounded by an electron cloud. The nucleus itself consists of
nucleons, protons and neutrons. The number of protons in the nucleus
decides what element it is and its atomic properties, carbon for
example has six protons while oxygen has eight protons.

Our way to look inside a nucleus is to let two nuclei collide with
such high velocity (energy) that the nuclei break into pieces (collision
fragments). By measuring how many, how big and in what directions the
pieces are spread we try to understand the forces which normally keep the
pieces together and how the introduced energy is distributed inside the
nuclear system.

in?

Figure 2. A heavy ion collision visualized in a photographic emulsion.
From the left a carbon nucleus enters the emulsion and collides with a
silver nucleus in the photographic emulsion. The nuclei break up into
many pieces, which are spread in different directions.



To get this information from a collision we first of all have to
accelerate the nuclei until they have sufficiently high relative velocity that
the collision will break them into pieces. In our case we accelerate one of
the nuclei (the projectile nucleus) while the other (the target nucleus) is at
rest. To manage this we use an accelerator, that accelerates the nuclei until
they reach, the energy appropriate for our research. The choice of energy
is important because different energies give us different kinds of
information. The ions are then extracted from the accelerator through a
vacuum tube to the laboratory area where the collision experiment takes
place. There the beam of accelerated ions hits the target.

A.R.A
Figure 3. The accelerator facility SARA, Grenoble. The ions are
accelerated in the two cyclotrons (marked A and B) and guided into
the experimental area (marked C in the) where our experiment was
performed.

Both the projectile nucleus and the target nucleus will break up into
pieces of different size and energy, which will be thrown out in different
directions in space.

It is now up to the experimental physicist to register the pieces
and to determine their direction, size and energy. This is done with
different types of detectors. In the experiments on which this thesis is
based we have used two kinds of detectors, scintillation detectors and
semiconducting detectors.
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Figure 4. The experimental arrangement from the third experiment at
CERN. The target is positioned at the center of the vaccum chamber,
while the five detector telescopes ( marked A, B, C, I and O) are placed
at different positions outside the chamber.

Both types of detectors are based on the principle that when a
charged particle passes through the detector material it loses some of its
energy. This energy is absorbed in the detector and converted into an
electric pulse. The size of this pulse is proportional to the energy the
particle has lost in the detector. Different particles have different abilities
to lose energy in a detector and by combining two or more detectors we
can determine not only the energy of the particle but also what kind of
particle it was.
The pulses from the different detectors were analysed by our electronic
system. The electronic arrangements help us to select events (pulses)
which are relevant for our experiment. For example, if two pulses from
two different detectors arrive at the electronic system with a sufficiently
short time difference we know (with high probability) that the particles
come from the same collision. Other restrictions can be chosen in the
electronic system and if they are all satisfied we collect the available
information about the collision on a magnetic tape with our data
acquisition system.

In Lund, the digital information on the data tape is translated into
information elucidating the physical condition of the particles. We find
out how many particles have been detected in each event, the energies
they had, what kind of particles they were and in which directions they
left the collision point. This information (experimental data) can be
visualized in different ways depending on what kind of phenomena one
wants to study. The theoretical and experimental information can then be



compared and from this conclusions about the reaction mechanism can be
drawn.
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Figure 5. An example of a
comparison between exper-
imental data, dots in the
figure, and a theoretical
model, solid curve. The
experimental data are from
the first CERN experiment
and illustrate an assymetry
in the emission process. The
curve shown is the QES-
model described in chapter 2.

The field of heavy ion physics can be divided into a low energy-, an
intermediate energy- and a high energy region. Different reaction
mechanisms are studied at different energies. At low energy the collective
forces acting between the two nuclei can be studied. When the energy
increases into the intermediate energy region the individual nucleons in
the nuclei and the forces between them can be studied. In the high energy
region one concentrates on the constituents of the nucleons, the quarks,
and the forces acting between them. Another phenomenon at the high
energy end of the intermediate energy region and in the high energy
region is the creation of new particles out of kinetic energy.

The main goal of this thesis has been to investigate whether the
collision products are emitted with the same probability in all
directions^ if certain directions are more probable. Such asymmetries in
the emission process have in fact been seen in all the correlation
experiments on which the thesis is based. This gives us valuable
information about the reaction mechanisms in the intemediate energy
domain.



-* 1. Introduction

The main reason for the choice of heavy ion collisions to study nuclear
matter is that one has a unique possibility to create highly excited, dense
nuclear matter. We can change the projectile- or the target-mass and we
can change the bombarding energy and thereby perform a systematic
investigation of nuclear matter under very different conditions. One
problem is, however, that very rapid, pre-equilibrium emission, like
nucleon-nucleon scattering [1-5], may disturb the evolution towards high
excitation. Therefore both equilibrium [1,7-8] and pre-equilibrium
phenomena [14] have to be studied to give us an overall picture of the
nucleus-nucleus interactions.

Heavy ion reactions can be divided into three different energy
domains. In the low energy domain, the structure of nuclei close to their
ground state can be studied. In the high energy domain, above several
hundred A MeV, the separation between various subsystems (spectator
and participants) is clear. The domain of intermediate energies, from 10A
MeV up to a few -100A MeV, is a very complex domain where the reaction
mechanism changes drastically with energy [6]. At the low end of the
interval, fusion reactions and deep inelastic scattering still play a
dominant role, while spectator/participant reactions and particle
production [11,15-16] are observed at the high energy end. A violat break-
up of the participant volume has sometimes been discussed in terms of a
phase-transition in the nuclear matter between a gasesus phase and a
liquid phase. In the high energy region one speculates today about a
possible second phase transition into the quark-gluon phase.

i. The energy domain studied in this thesis, 35A MeV - 94A MeV, is
> within the limits of the intermediate energy domain. By the use of both

rV £i inclusive and exclusive measurements we have tried to distinguish
I-'-,'?. ̂ £ between different emission mechanisms. Our main interest has been
. V focused on signals from the quasi-elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering (QES)
J m process [1-5]. At these energies the internal motion inside the nuclei plays
. v a significant role because the Fermi energy is of the same magnitude as the

%, beam energy. This will weaken the QES signals drastically and so far no
. \.'> unambiguous proof of the existence of QES can be observed in our '

j experiments [paper I,II,III] as has been found at higher energies [2-4]. In f
: our experiments there are indications that a participant volume is created

even at 35A MeV [paper IV]. In the high energy, clean- cut, participant-
spectator model [17] no energy transfer to the spectators occurs. However,
at the energies we have used,a clear indication of both momentum transfer
and energy transfer to the spectator residues is observed [paper IV,VI].
These investigations require a good energy determination of the detected



particles. To achieve this a detector calibration method has been
developed [paper VII], which makes it possible to do the calibration on the
experimental site using reaction products from the target. A new type of
detector, with a very thin dead-layer, was developed [paper V] to make it
possible for us to detect the low energy, heavy target fragments. Data from
target fragmentation experiments were collected with such detectors. The
results can only be explained if the target residue has received both
longitudinal and transverse momentum and excitation energy [paper VI].
In a more exclusive experiment [paper IV] we have studied coincidences
between projectile-like fragments (heavy fragments with energies close to
the beam energy) and light particles at large angles. These measurements
give us an indication that the momentum transfer to the residues
influences the correlation spectra.



2. Theory

In the papers presented in this thesis a few theoretical ideas have been
compared with the experimental data. Three descriptions, Quasi Elastic
Scattering (QES) [1-5,18], Recoiling Thermal Source (RTS) [1,7-8] and an
extension of the RTS model, the Rotating Boltzmann Source (RBS), are
introduced to explain the anisotropic emission seen in the experiments. A
way to determine source velocities in a Three-Source Approach [18] is also
dicussed. A more complicated model for the reaction is introduced to
explain the fragmentation of the target residue: this is the Vlasov-Uhling-
Uhlenbeck (VUU) model [12].

2.1 Quasi Plastic Scattering

QES is a direct nucleon-nucleon (N-N) scattering reaction model without
collective effects. The approach has three main features. Only the first
scattering is considered. Nucleons in both parent nuclei do not interact
collectively with each other during the collision, which can be regarded as
a number of independent N-N interactions. Inside the nuclei the nucleons
are moving according to a zero temperature, Fermi momentum
distribution [19]. The Fermi momentum is added to the beam momentum
and, by introducing binding energies and recoils correctly the effective N-
N collision centre-of-mass and -energy can be determined. Due to the
random orientation of the Fermi momenta, elastic scattering features will
be much less distinct. Both isotropic and empirical cm. angular
distributions for the nucleon- nucleon scattering process have been
introduced into the calculations, but no observable differences could be
seen.

•. • »:•
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Figure 6. Schematic
representation of the QES

?rocess in the cm. frame,
he broad arrows represent

the momentum of the
colliding nuclei before and
after the interaction. One
nucleon from each nucleus
interacts and changes its
momentum from ptop'.



Pauli blocking is considered, which means that the scattered
nucleons have to be lifted out to the non-occupied phase-space outside the
Fermi momentum-spheres. For each impact parameter the optical limit of
the Glauber theory [20] is used to calculate the average number of N-N
collisions, and finally, integration over the impact parameter is carried
out. This allows an absolute normalization of the two-particle cross-
section.

2.2 The Three Source Approach

When two nuclei collide with sufficiently high energy their geometrical
overlapping volumes [13] - the participant zone - might fuse totally
because of multiple nucleon-nucleon collisions, while the non-overlapping
volumes - the spectator zones - will carry on with essentially unchanged
velocity. When the energy is lower, nucleon-, energy- and momentum
exchange will occur between the participant and spectator zones. This
exchange will slow down the spectators and give them excitation energy.
In our approach the participant zone is assumed to reach thermal
equilibrium before it starts to emit particles. A Boltzmann distribution
describes the emission from the participant zone and the emission from
the spectators is described by an evaporation distribution.

Figure 7. The three source approach: At the top, the two nuclei move
towards each other with high momentum. After the collision three
zones have been created; the two spectator zones keep moving
undisturbed while the overlapping participant zone has been heated up
by the available kinetic energy.
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2.3 Recoiling Thermal Source

RTS is based on the three source approach where a hot zone, in thermal
equilibrium, is created in the overlapping volume of the nucleus-nucleus
collision. Straight line geometry determines the number of nucleons in the
different zones [13]. Zero momentum transfer to the projectile- and target-
residues is assigned.

The particles are emitted isotropically, in the source rest-frame, with
a Boltzmann momentum distribution. The temperature of the Boltzmann
gas is in the classical approximation given by T = (2/3) e* where e* stands
for all available excitation energy per nucleon in the participant zone.
Sequential emission of nucleons from this Boltzmann gas takes place and a
recalculation of the momentum vector and the excitation energy of the
residue is performed in a classical way after each nucleon emission. In this
recalculation thermal equilibrium is always assumed to be reestablished
before the next nucleon is emitted. The emission continues, until there are
no nucleons left in the participant source or until the excitation energy is
too low for further particle emission. A Coulumb coirection, giving the
emitted protons an extra boost, is also included in the calculations.

% Figure 8. Schematic representation of the RTS process for two emitted
particles. The spectator zones are undisturbed by the collision while
the participant zone , B with momentum pB, emites protons
sequentially. After each emission the momentum and the temperature
of the participant zone are recalculated.

It should be noticed that emission of composite particles is not
included in the model; neither is the compression of the participant zone
nor, as mentioned above, momentum transfer to the projectile- and target
residues. Both the compression and the momentum transfer would reduce
the excitation energy of the Boltzmann gas.

11



2.4 Rotating Boltzmann Source

Just as in the RTS-model, a sequentially emitting, recoiling Boltzmann gas
is the particle source in this scenario. Straight line geometry determines
the, which are dependent on the impact parameter, number of nucleons in
the participant zone [13]. On the assumption that a freeze-out density of
1 / 3 of normal nuclear matter is immediately reached, we determine the
size of the source.

The thermal source is assumed to rotate with its axis of rotation
perpendicular to the plane of the ion-ion reaction. The rotation vector is
arbitrarily oriented with respect to the recoil direction of the source. The
rotation has its origin in frictional forces between the spectators and the
participant. Consequently the peripheral velocity cannot be higher than
the velocity of the residues, which sets the upper limit of the initial
rotation energy. The total excitation energy is shared between the rota tion -
and the thermal energy, and we let the rotation energy be a free
parameter.

Target

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the RBS process. The process is
an extension of the RTS process. For each emitted particle a
momentum vector due to the Boltzmann emission pBi and a
momentum vector due to the rotation of the Boltzmann gas pRj are
added to givea total emission vector p . After each emission the
temperature, momentum and rotational energy are recalculated.

The nucleons are always emitted from the surface of the source and
for each emission the Boltzmann vector pgj and the rotation vector pjy of
the nucleon are added to give a total emission vector p. After each
emission a new thermal energy and a new rotation energy are calculated.
The source continues to emit nucleons until there are no nucleons left in
the source, or until the excitation energy is too low to produce detectable

12



nucleons in our experiment. Neither the emission of composite particles,
nor Coulomb effects have so far been introduced in the simulation.

2.5 The Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation

A completely different approach to a nucleus-nucleus collision is taken in
the microscopic cascade model. The nuclei are assumed to be two
assemblages of point-like nucleons inside a spherical potential. Nucleons
move independently of each other between the N-N collisions. The time
scale is divided into small time intervals dt, and in each interval the
positions of the nucleons are calculated. Nucleons, to be able to interact,
have to come within a scattering distance, calculated from experimental
cross-sections. In the energy region we are considering all nucleon-
nucleon collisions are elastic, since the main inelastic scattering channel is
pion production and our energy is below this threshold. In a classical
cascade model the collisions are treated event-by-event which implies that
large amounts of data are needed to give satifactory statistics for the
Monte-Carlo simulations. The VUU approach is an extension of the
cascade model in the sense that mean-field effects and quantum effects
such as Fermi motion and Pauli blocking have been taken into
consideration. The equation that describes the phase-space evolution in
this model is the Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation.

i f
— +
it

v V , f - VrU-1
i

7 f =
(2n)<

r d'p2d'p2

J

do
,d8 —

dö

'j-Pi'-Pa')}(2n)353(p+p

The collisions are here no longer treated one by one. If there are NA

nucleons in nucleus A, NB nucleons in nucleus B and N collisions are
considered we have N(NA + NB) test particles in the initial stage. These test
particles are distributed in phase-space and Fermi motion is assigned to
each of them. A mean field U, which keeps the nucleons together is
introduced.

The test particle distribution f, is a Wigner function, i.e. the quantum
mechanical analogue of the classical phase-space distribution. The left-
hand side of the equation describes how the kinetic and the potential
energy influence the change in density distribution. The right-hand side
takes care of the scattering of the particles with Pauli blocking included.

The numerical treatment is further discussed in paper 4.
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3. Experiment

All the experimental data in this thesis orginate from five data-taking
periods. Three of them are performed at the CERN SC, Geneva,
Switzerland, one at the SARA coupled cyclotrons, Grenoble, France and
one at the GANIL heavy ion accelerator, Caen, France. The accelerator
sites provide me with a natural framework in this chapter since there was
not only a geographical difference between the laboratories but also a
physical difference in the experimental programmes at the laboratories.

3.1 The CERN Experiments

Three of the papers in this thesis are based on results obtained at CERN. In
paper I results from the first experiment are discussed. The results in
paper II originate from the second experiment while paper III treats
experimental data obtained both in the second and the third experiment.

3.1.1 The Accelerator

The accelerator used in the experiments was the CERN Synchro Cyclotron
(SC). The ions are produced in a PIG-source (Penning Ionisation Gauge), a
rotating condensor is used to control the accelerating voltage ard a Kim
Coil is responsible for the slow extraction of the beam. In all three
experiments a 12C-beam with an intensity of about 109 ions/s was used.
The beam energy was 85A MeV and the duty factor about 25%.

3.1.2 The Experimental Setup

The aim of all three experiments was to investigate asymmetries in the
emission process in nucleus-nucleus collisions. For this purpose a special
scattering chamber was designed. The same chamber was used in all three
experiments. The chamber construction made it possible to measure
inclusive angular spectra between 15° and 165° ( with the exception of
two gaps in the angular range between 55°-70° and 110°-125° ). To be
able to make azimuthal coincidence measurements three additional
windows exist, one at the 90° azimuthal position with respect to the
"inclusive" windows and another two at the 180° azimuth?l position. The
chamber was made of steel with 200>m-thick steel windows. On top of the
chamber a target lock chamber was placed, so that the main vacuum did
not have to be broken during target change.

To be able to study mass dependences different targets were used (C,
Al, Cu and Au). C was a natural choice since we used a 12C beam and

14



thereby got a symmetric collision. The target thickness ranged from 20 to
40 mg/cm2.

A Faraday cup was used to get an absolute normalization of the
beam intensity. The Faraday cup was calibrated by the determination of
the 24Na activity produced in the 27Al(12C,X)24Na reaction, to a precision
better than 10% of the absolute current.

We used two different types of detectors (plastic scintillators and
NaKTO-crystals) in the standard setup and a third type, Si-detectors, for
the calibration. The main philosophy behind the detector configuration is
the same in all the experiments, but a few differences exist and have to be
commented on. In the first experiment three 5"x5" NaI(Tl)-crystals placed
behind plastic scintillators were used (figure lO.b). One of them, A in
figure lO.a, was movable from 0M=2O° to 8M=55° but fixed at <J>=0° in the
azimuthal angle. The other two are both movable from 6!/O=40o to 6, o=60°
but the I-telescope is fixed at <>=180° and the Otelescope is fixed at 0=90°.
In the second experiment the three Nal-telescopes (A,B and C in figure
10.a,c) were all placed at <J>=0° but at different polar angles (9M). The I and
O telescopes, fixed at 8IO=450, were range telescopes with the energy
resolution depending on how thick the plastic scintillators are.

• * • ' • -

X

b IorO A
Plastic Nol Plastic Nal

1 12 125mm 12223* 12SIMH

IorO A.BorC
Plastic Nal

Plastic

CHE
11515 2* 30 SO 50mm 112 INnm

Figure 10. a) The experimental setup at the CERN experiments, b)
The detector telescopes used in the first CERN experiment, c) The
detector telescopes used in the second and third CERN experiments.

The NaI(Tl)-crystals are used when good energy resolution is
needed. They have good stopping power and the response functions for
light particles show [paper VII] that the particle energy can be determined
with satisfactory accuracy. Unfortunately the crystals are difficult to
handle because of their hygroscopic properties. This introduces an energy
cut-off due to the thick shielding windows needed. Other disadvantages
are the rather long rise and fall-time of the out-put pulses which can lead

15



to pile-up problems if the beam intensity is too high. There is also an
energy calibration problem, which is the topic of paper VII.

The plastic detectors have somewhat different properties since the
rise- and recovery-times are very short. In our experiments we used
plastic material of the type NE102 which has a rise time of a few
nanoseconds. Other advantages of plastic detectors are their fairly low
cost and simple production, making it possible to manufacture detectors
of different sizes and shapes. One disadvatage of plastic detectors is their
low stopping power and low density which makes thick stopping
detectors necessary when these detectors are used for energy
determination. Another disadvantage is that the energy resolution is poor
compared to NaKTD-crystals.

To summarize, we have used NaKTO-crystals where good energy
resolution is needed and plastic scintillators where fast signals are needed,
for example as a fast trigger in front of the NaI(Tl)-crystals.

Nal Ml M2 M3 MA TI T2 T3 H T5.

ADCADCADCADC ADC

[D] [D]
PU PU

ADC

ADC ADC AOC ADC

GATE GATE GATE ,
GATE

COMPUTER

COMPUTER
BUSY

Figure 11. Schematic representation of the electronic setup in the three
CERN experiments. A=Spectroscopy Amplifier, LA=Linear
Amplifier, F=Linear Fan-inJFan-out, LF-Logic Fan-in/Fan-out,
D=Discriminator, CU=Coincidence unit, G=Gate Generator, T=Dual
Timer, PU=Pattern Unit, ADC=Analogue to Digital Converter,
TDC=Time to Digital Converter, NaI=Incoming signal from the Nal-
crystal, Ml-4=Incoming signals from the plastic scmtiliators in the A
or B telescope, Tl-8=lncoming signals from the plastic scintillators in
the lor O telescope
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3.1.3 Electronics

Fast pulse processing electronics, developed by mainly Le Croy Research
Systems, have been used. In all three experiments the trigger systems are
based on such fast modules,in order to make fast decisions from the
plastic scintillator signals. The fast processing is of less importance for the
Nal-crystal while high accuracy in the pulse height determination is
essential. To fulfill these demands we used electronic modules developed
for spectroscopy. In figure 11 a typical electronic layout from the
experimental series is shown. The philosophy of the trigger was
essentially the same for all three experiments.

3.1.4 Data acquisition

In all three experiments we used the same data acquisition system based
on CAMAC and developed at CERN. In a typical CERN experiment the
event rate is low but each event has numerous of parameters. In our
experiment the conditions are just the opposite, we have a high event rate
but there are only a few parameters in each event. The collection time with
CERN's ordinary acquisition system is too long for our purposes and some
kind of speeding up process was needed. To achieve this we used a
PDP/1134 computer combined with a Micro-programmable Engine
(MICE). The MICE converts several of our short events to one long, super
event with a typical CERN event structure. This super event is then
analysed by the PDP/1134 with the ordinary software. The interface
between the MICE and the PDP is implemented in another CAMAC-
module. This configuration speeds up the collection time to about 300ns,

'- which is an improvment by approximately one order of
• ! • • < ; ' \

\ T
CAMAC
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MICE

TRIGGER (NIM)
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PDP
1134

TAPE
STATION

ON-LINE
CHECK

Figure 12. Schematic representation of the data acquisition system.
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3.1.5 Analysis

All analysis has been carried out in Lund at the Department of Cosmic
and Subatomic Physics. Before 1986 this work was accomplished at a
NORD 100 computer, but later two new computers were installed at the
institute, one Micro-VAX II and one VAX 8200.

Figure 13. Schematic representation of the off-line analysing
programme.
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The analysing work is divided into two parts. The first consists of a
sorting programme in which the raw data from the tapes are converted
into data elucidating the physical condition of the particles. The input to
this sorting programme was the ADC-, the TDC- and the Pattern Unit-
words, and the output was events containing parameters such as charge,
mass, energy and detection angles. In the second part these physical
events were rearranged into appropriate histograms. This means that the
subtraction of the background, integrations over different angular- or
energy bins, error determination etc. can be calculated. The results are
then visualized in various ways for further selection of relevent
information.

Different tests are introduced to determine the charge, mass and
energy of the particles and whether the coincidences are true. By plotting
the ADC signal from the AE detector versus the ADC signal from the E
detector one can separate particles with different charges and masses,
figure 14. Parabolas were drawn as separators between different particles.
Normally, it was only possible to achieve mass separation for Z=l
particles. The energy determination of the particles is a translation from
the ADC channel number to the corresponding energy. The energy
calibration of the detectors will be discussed in the next chapter. Finally, a
test on the relative arrival time of the particles at the telescopes is done, to
check whether the collected particles come from the same event. Fairly
wide gates have been used in the coincidence units in the electronic setup
on-line and this can now be used to get an estimation of the random
coincidence level and a subtraction of these random events can be made.
The events are stored individually on a disc for later use.
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3.1.6 Calibration

The calibration of the NaI(Tl)-crystal, treated in detail in paper IV, is done
in more or less the same way in all experiments- For the range telescopes
the energy bins are calculated from the range-energy relation. In paper III
the calibration methods have been checked. By comparing the calibrated
energy spectra of the NaI(Tl)-crystal and the range telescope, the
comparison is made for protons when both telescopes are placed at 45°
with respect to the beam. As can be seen in fig 15 the resemblance between
the different energy spectra is good.

Plostic telescope Noi t«lescop«

2 5 7 5 1 2 5 1 7 5 2 5 "75 1 2 5 1 7 5

Energy (MeV) Energy (MeV)

Figure 15. A comparison between proton-proton energy spectra in the
plastic-telescope and in the Nal-telescope. Both telescopes are placed at
Q=45°. Observe that the width of the first energy bin differs due to a
different energy cut-off.

3.2 The SARA Experiment

3.2.1 The Accelerator

The SARA accelerator is a two cyclotron configuration with an ECR ion
source. This source produced a very stable pulsed beam with a pulse
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interval of 70 ns and a minimum pulse width of 1.5 ns. The beam used in
the experiment was a 35A MeV 12C beam with an intensity of 109 ions/s.

3.2.2 The experimental setup

The aim of this experiment was to continue the study of the emission of
light particles in heavy ion reactions, but at a lower energy than at the
CERN SC. The same chamber was used but a few changes were made in
the detector setup to match the lower energy. We also introduced a new
detector configuration, the plastic wall, to be able to detect the projectile
fragments and thereby determine the reaction plane and the impact
parameter. In front of each NaI(Tl)-crystal four plastic scintillators were
placed as shown in figure 10c The plastic scintillators were thinner than at
CERN and the low energy cutoff was thereby reduced to about 10 MeV for
protons. Only two Nal(Tl) telescopes were used and they were placed next
to each other and covered three angular bins (19°-35°,33O-49O and 66°-
84°). The plastic wall consisted of two rings (figure 16) with 12 plastic
scintillators, AE-E telescopes in each. They covered the polar angles 2.7°-
7.1°. The telescopes were designed to provide charge resolution for
charges 1 to 6. The low energy cutoff for protons was about 15 MeV.

Figure 16. A schematic
drawing of the plastic wall
seen from the target along
the beam line.

As targets we used C, Al, Cu, Au with thicknesses of about 30
mg/cm2. This choice gave us an excellent opportunity to compare results
from two similar setups at two different energies. To measure the beam
intensity we used the same Faraday cup as at CERN.
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3.2.3 Electronics and Data Acquisition

The electronic setup for the large-angle telescopes was almost
identical to that of the CERN experiments, and the layout is shown in fig.
II. The electronics for the wall was a very simple setup. The signals from
the 48 detectors were all delayed and split in two, awaiting the trigger
processing to finish and open the gates to the ADC's and pattern units.
Each time we got a trigger signal the full wall was read out and collected
on tape.

For the acquisition we used a system based on CAMAC and
developed by the SARA staff. As at CERN, a PDP-computer was used, but
this time no extension of the system was needed since the system was
developed for experiments similar to ours.

3.2.4 Analysis and Calibration

All analysis has been carried out in Lund at the Department of Cosmic
and Subatomic Physics on a Micro-Vax II and on a Vax 8200. The CERN
analysing programmes were upgraded to be able to analyse the wall data.
The same method of analysis was used in this experiment as in the
previously discussed CERN experiment.

The same method to calibrate the NaI(Tl)-crystals described in paper
III, was also used here, with one slight difference. Both the Si-detectors
were calibrated in the same way by their punch-through points, as
described in paper VII for the calibration of the Sij-detector.

3.3 The GANIL Experiment

Two papers are based on the GANIL experiment. The experiment was
divided into two parts, the first was a detector test and the results are
presented in paper IV. The second was an inclusive measurement with the
tested detector, the results from which are presented in paper V.

3.3.1 The Accelerator

The experiment was performed at the GANIL accelerator which consists
of two coupled cyclotrons producing an 16O-beam with an energy of 94A
MeV As ion source a ECR source (Electron Cyclotron Resonance) was
used. The experiment was parasitic and we had a beam only 10 seconds
out of 100. The momentary intensity of the was 1011 ions/sec. X
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3.3.2 The experimental setup

This experiment had two aims. First of all it was a detector test in which
the performance of very thin, ion implanted, epitaxial Si detectors for the
registration of low energy, heavy fragments were studied (paper V).
Secondly these detectors were used to study target fragmentation in heavy
ion reactions (paper VI).

As a scattering chamber we used the GANIL facility Dl, which is a
large vacuum chamber designed for time-of-flight experiments. One
advantage of this chamber is that it is large enough for the detectors to be
mounted inside it, and still be moved to new positions from the outside.

Three different targets were used in the experiment, Al, Ti and Au.
The targets had to be very thin , 145 - 900 ug/cm2, to reduce reabsorbtion
of the low energy fragments. All necessary facts about the detectors used
are described in detail in papers V and VI.

3.3.3 Electronics and Data Acquisition

Since the measurement was inclusive and only one AE-E telescope was
used the electronic setup is simple. High speed processing is of less
importance while high accuracy in the pulse height determination is
essential. The trigger condition for the telescope was that the particle had
to enter the E-detector. The electronic layout is shown in figure 17. The
preamplifier divides the signal into two (T and E), where the fast T-signal
is used only to open the ADC-gate. The other branches (AE and E) of the
layout contain the pulse-height information. The data acquisition system
is, just as in the other experiments, based on CAMAC, with a MODCOMP
as control computer.
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3.3.5 Analysis

Since no coincidences, only one angle and one target were measured
in each experimental run the analysis was much simpler than in the prior
experiments. The translation from ADC signals to the amount of
deposited energy was done after the sorting was completed, and the
programme needed only to determine the charge of the particles. This was
done in the same way as in the analysing programmes earlier described,
where parabolas were constructed to separate the charges in a AE-E plot.

3.3.6 Calibration

As a rough calibration an americium source with an a-energy of 5.5 MeV
was used. The Si-detectors have a linear energy response [9,10]. The
linearity and the energy from the a-particle source deposited in the
detector, were used to determine the response function of the detector. As
a further check of the calibration the punch-through pointf (the point at
which the particle energy is high enough for it to pass through both the
detectors) of Z=2 and Z=3, in the experimental AE-E plot, were used to
verify the calibration.
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4. Summary of the publications

4.1 Large Angle Correlations between Light Particles from
Intermediate Energy, 12C-Induced, Heavy Ion Collisions

The paper presents experimental data collected at CERN's Synchro
Cyclotron. The beam used was of 12C with an energy of 85A MeV. Large-
angle correlations between two light particles have been measured to give
us information about two-body processes and the collective behaviour of
the nucleons in nucleus-nucleus collisions. At low energies azimuthal
angle correlations have been explained in terms of momentum
conservation [1,7-8], whereas quasi-elastic scattering is a possible
interpretation of the correlation results at high energies [1-5].

To gain information about such processes, coincidences between two
light particles (protons or deutrons) have been measured. Two different
measuring conditions have been defined. In-plane coincidences are
defined as coincidences between two light particles detected on opposite
sides of the beam (A0 = 180° ). Out-of-plane coincidences are defined as
two particle coincidence between light particles emitted azimuthally 90°
apart (A<(> = 90°).

The ratio and the difference between the in-plane and out-of-plane
particle yields have been studied as a function of the energy and of the
emission angle of the triggering particle. The experimental data have been
compared to the results of two basic calculations, Quasi Elastic Scattering
(QES) and Recoiling Thermal Source (RTS).

A clear excess of in-plane coincidences has been observed. It is likely
that the excess originates both from quasi-elastic scattering and from a
recoiling thermal source. To distinguish between these reaction
mechanisms, more exclusive measurements have to be performed.

4.2 Large Angle Correlations Observed in Intermediate
Energy, Heavy Ion Collisions

This paper presents experimental data from a second experiment at the
CERN SC and is a continuation of the prior experiment. The same beam is
used (projectile and energy). The basic motivation is also the same. The
differences are a few improvements of the experimental equipment which
increased the data collection rate substantially.

To further investigate the in-plane excess seen in the first experiment,
correlations between particles with different mass and charge (p, d, t, He)
were studied. Four different targets (C, Al, Cu, Au) were used to further
extend our knowledge about the reaction mechanisms.
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The in-plane versus out-of-plane ratio increases with increasing mass
of the correlated particles, while it seems to decrease with increasing
target mass. Both these effects can qualitatively be understood in terms of
sequential emission from a recoiling thermal source with energy and
momentum conservation included. No indication of a quasi-elastic pp-,
dd-, tt-scattering component in the emission spectra was observed. In the
He-He coincidences a very strong in-plane excess was seen, especially for
12C+C, which could be an indication of quasi-elastic ct-a scattering. The
effect can possibly be understood as a consequence of a possible <x-
structure of the 12C nucleus.

4.3 Angular Correlations in 85A MeV-Induced, Heavy Ion
Reactions.

This paper presents experimental data from two, large-angle experiments
performed at the Synchro Cyclotron at CERN. In both experiments a 12C
beam with an energy of 85A MeV is used. Experimental details, such as
the detector setup, the targets used and the electronic setup were almost
identical. The search for indications of quasi-elastic scattering and
multiple source emission is continued. As tools in this search, azimuthal
angle correlations, energy distributions and angular distributions are
used.

The ratio between in-plane and out-of-plane coincidences is studied
both for different particles and at different energies. A dear enhancement
of the in-plane coincidences is seen. This enhancement increases with
particle mass and is very strong for He-He correlations. In p-p correlations
the enhancement seems to be constant over all the measured energy
interval and no sign for QES can be seen. In the azimuthal correlation data
the opposite side correlations dominate. This predominance increases with
particle mass and decreases with target mass, indicating emission from a
recoiling source. Comparisons between inclusive energy spectra and large
angle correlation spectra indicate that the correlation data are correlated to
more central collisions than are the inclusive data.

4.4 Light Particle Emission and Projectile Break-up in 35A
Mev "C-Induced Collisions

In the intermediate energy region the reaction mechanisms change from
fusion and deep inelastic scattering at the low end, around 10A MeV [6],
to particle production and three source emission at the high end, around a
few hundred A MeV [6]. Our earlier experiments were done at energies
slightly below 100A MeV (paper I, II, III, VI). In the experiment reported in
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this paper the energy is lower, 35A MeV, and other reaction mechanisms
are likely to play a dominant part in the interactions.

The experiment was performed at SARA, Grenoble, where a 12C
beam was used. Inclusive spectra of p, d, t, 3He, 4He as well as large angle
coincidences between light particles and projectile-like fragments (PF),
were measured. A new method to determine source velocities is
introduced. The method is based on the assumption that particles are
emitted isotropically from several sources with well-defined velocities.

No significant difference has been observed when the temperatures
of the inclusive proton spectra and the exclusive proton spectra (proton -
PF coincidences), are compared. An in-plane enhancement in the
azimuthal angular distributions of the projectile-like fragments is found in
the correlation data.

4.5 On the Use oi Thin, Ion-Implanted, Si Detectors in Heavy
Ion Experiments

To study low energy, heavy fragments emanating from the break-up of
the target residue, and to gain information both on their energy and
charge, the demands on the detector setup are high. Tests of ion-
implanted epitaxial Si detectors have therefore been performed in two
experiments. The dead-layer of these detectors is very thin thus reducing
the low energy cut-off considerably.

The first test was performed in Lund at a Van de Graaff accelerator.
A 300 um-thick E detector, manufactured by SiTek (Gothenburg, Sweden),
was directly bombarded with 12C and ^ u beams of different charge
states at very low energies. The conclusion of the test was that the energy
response was linear at least down to 1A MeV kinetic energy for Cu ions.

In the second experiment three AE-E telescopes, consisting of two,
ion-implanted Si detectors, 10 urn and 300 um thick respectively, were
tested under realistic experimental conditions. The experiment was
performed at GANIL and a 94A MeV 16O beam was used. All targets used
(Al, Ti and Au) were very thin to reduce the reabsorption of the low
energy, heavy fragments. The low energy cut-off was around 1A MeV and
charge resolution was achieved from Z=3 up to Z=18.

4.6 Deviation from Pure Target Fragmentation in 94A MeV,
16O-Induced, Heavy Ion Reactions

Projectile fragmentation has been thoroughly studied in many
experiments [21-22], At high energies experimental results are described
as a sudden liberation of a Fermi-Dirac system [23], while at lower
energies, -100A MeV, a satisfactory description requires a momentum
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transfer to the system prior to its break-up [24]. A similar behaviour can be
expected for target fragmentation. This paper presents results from such
an experiment performed at GANIL. An 16O beam with an energy of 94A
MeV was used to study the emission of low energy, 1A MeV - 6A MeV,
medium sized and heavy fragments, 3 < Z < 17. The detector arrangement
comprises one of the detector telescopes described in paper V.

The results are presented as energy distributions, angular
distributions, elemental yields and invariant cross-section contours. The
angular distributions as well as the invariant cross-section contours
indicate the existence of two different emission components, one
associated with ordinary fragmentation and another with fragments
having a large momentum shift and width.

4.7 A Calibration Method for Intermediate Energy, Charged
Particle Detectors

To achieve an accurate energy determination, the response functions
of the detectors have to be determined for different particles. There is no
practical possibility to dirc-ctly calibration oi the detectors with beam
particles of well-defined energy. Therefore a method was developed, in
which our NaI(Tl)-cry^tals were calibrated in direct connection with the
experiments, using particles emitted from nuclear reactions in the target.

Two totally depleted surface barrier detectors ( Si-detectors ) were
used in the calibration. These Si-detectors have a linear energy response
for particles passing through [9,10]. Their energy calibration can be
determined from the punch-through points for the five different particles
relevant in our experiments (p,d,t,3He,4He) and the range energy
relations. The range energy relation and the deposited energy in the Si-
detectors and the NaI(Tl)-crystals for different particles then establish the
energy response of the NaI(Tl)-crystals.

In the paper the method is described in a step-by-step manner. A
discussion of possible sources of error and a few suggestions for
improvements are also included. In our experiments we have used the
method only to calibrate our NaI(Tl)-crystals, but the method is
applicable to any charged particle detector.
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